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Abstract

Rural India is growing like anything village become town and towns becoming cities
and standard of living is improving day by day. It is very beneficial for FMCG Companies
that have a big impact on per capita consumption. It is directly increasing demand.
Now various FMCG corporations and local FMCG companies are using different
promotional activities to attract rural buyers where promotion mix is playing crucial
role. Nielsen predicts that India’s FMCG industry will grow from $37 billion in 2013
to $49 billion in 2016. Indian FMCG industry expected to grow 7% in 2014, 10%
in 2015 and about 12% in 2016, taking the sales in 2016 to $49 billion. Distribution
growth, innovations around sachet offerings, employment rates and index of industrial
production (IIP) are key influencers of FMCG sales in India. India’s FMCG industry
is massive. In 2013, 8.4 million outlets served 1.26 billion people and accounted for
US$37 billion in sales. The last three years have been challenging for India’s FMCG
industry. Sales have been affected by a weak economy and high inflation. Consumer
confidence which we found has a strong correlation with FMCG sales, has also dipped
in this period and confidence is rebounding and the sector appears to be one with
perceptible signs of a sustained recovery.
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Introduction

specific combination of promotional methods used for one product or a family of
products. Elements of promotion mix may include print or broadcast advertising, direct
marketing, personal selling, point of sale display, and merchandising.A
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Promotion Tools of Marketing Communication Mix Elements

Audio-visual Premium Gifts Press Nesx Charitable Donation Catalogue Marketing Sales

Moving pictures Sampling Press Speeches Sponsorship Mailing Presentation
Broachers Coupons/Scheming Seminars Publications Kiosks Sales Meeting
Posters/Leaflets Rebates Annual Report Events TV shopping Incentive
Billboards Fairs Company Magazines Tele Marketing programme
Display signage’s Trade-Shows

POP Displays

Integration of all the elements of promotion mix is necessary to meet the information requirements
of all target customers. This simply means that the promotion mix is not designed to satisfy
only the prospective buyer or only the regular buyer.  Some elements of the mix may be
aimed at the target customer who is unaware about the product, while others may be aimed
at potential customers who are fully aware of the product and are likely to purchase it. 
For example a person who wants to buy a computer he will start paying attention to computer
advertisements in newspapers and magasines, may even read the media reports on personal
computers by experts or may participate in training programmes or demonstrations, or may
also contact the sales persons of different computers and find out the features and relative
merits.  Based on all this information he can finalise purchase brand.

All the elements of the mix played their roles in bringing about the sale.  Therefore, to
get better response from the target customers, company has to adopt all the different components
of the promotion mix. However, it should be noted that the elements of the promotion mix
must be coordinated and integrated so that they reinforce and complement each other to
create a blend that helps in achieving the promotional objectives of the organisation.

Organisation chooses different promotion strategy to reach masses according to their planned
budget. The combination of personal selling, public relations, advertising, sales promotion,
sponsorships, direct mail, and trade shows that are utilised in promoting a good or service.
The appropriate mix is the combination that produces the best results for a given budget.

Various Promotion Tools

Advertising– According to W.J.Stanton, “Advertising consists of all the activities involved
in presenting to an audience a non personal, sponsor identified, paid for message about
a product or a organisation”. AMA defined “Any paid form of non-personal presentation
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and promotion of any product or idea by an identified sponsor is known as Advertising”.
Advertising is a mass communication of information intended to persuade buyers to buy
product with a view to maximising company’s profit. The function of advertising is to increase
profitable sales volume. Advertising is a low- cost method of conveying selling message
to various prospective customers. It can secure leads for salesman and middleman by convincing
reader to request more information and by identifying outlets handling the products. It can
force middleman to stock the product by building consumer interest.

Sales Promotion– Sales Promotion pushes the product towards the buyer by using persuasions
strategy. It complements advertising by converting potential demand into Sales. Sales promotion
involves identification of objectives, effective communication for attention. Sales promotion
should attract to audiences by it different offers like cash discount, buy one get one free.
Consumer promotion has been considered as a very effective mode of sales promotion;
potential customers are offered samples, coupons etc. to promote sales.

Publicity– Promotion of the product/service by obtaining ‘Editorial Space’ free of charge
in media is popularly known as publicity.

Public Relations– The way of promotion in which an organisation manages its relation
with its public’s (external & internal) and create goodwill among public.

Direct Marketing– where the sales presenter directly approaches to different people

Brief Overview on Promotion Mix Expense –Indian industry on different Mediums

Media, INR m, net

2011 2012 2013

TV 140,263 178,118 168,854

Radio 14,575 15,887 17,475

Newspaers 133,029 139,681 149,458

Magazines 8,200 8,200 8,200

Cinema 1,734 1,994 2,293

Outdoor 16,967 17,985 19,064

Retail 3,968 4,364, 5,019

Total out –of- home 20,934 22,349 24,083

Digital 15,145, 19,689 25,595

Media total INR m 333,881 355,917 395,959

Source: www.indiantelevision.com
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Television

Though television is the most affected medium by first-half pullbacks, it will still constitute
the highest share with 41.6 per cent amongst other mediums. The growth of the medium
is expected to be 5.6 per cent to gross Rs 148.12 billion in year 2015. 2011 had the cricket
World Cup which attracted an incremental Rs 8.5 billion. This was obviously expected to
drop out in 2012, but April-May IPL cricket did not perform as strongly as previously to
compensate. In addition, the Telecom category cut down spends substantially in the first
half of the year. Financial services have been adversely affected by poorer economic here
as elsewhere in the world. Even consumer durables spent less in the first half of 2012
than the prior year period. Occupancy of premium inventory has decreased with advertisers
choosing to stay with safer tried-and-tested formats. Group M however expects a bounce
back in 2013 and predicts ad spend growth to climb 14 percent that year.

Print

Print (dailies) growth is expected to be a little less than formerly expected. The regional
publications have expanded into new markets and have actively developed local advertisers,
largely in the retail categories. They have, therefore, added some ad volume, even though
the larger national advertiser categories have scaled back investments. Group M predicts
the medium to have 39.2 per cent share with five per cent growth in 2012. Print, as a
medium, is expected to grow to Rs 139.68 billion from Rs 133.03 billion 2011. 

Radio

The radio segment has been impacted by the slowdown in the first half. Phase III FM
auction has been pushed to 2013, so delaying this uplift to next year. Individual markets
have seen very varied demand according to local retail conditions. The medium will have
4.5 per cent share, higher than TV, newspaper and outdoor. Advertising growth in the radio
industry is expected to be 9 per cent, touching Rs 15.89 billion.

Outdoor

The agency has also revised its 2012 outdoor growth forecast from nine to six per cent.
Reduced consumer demands and the current global turmoil have caused 2012 budget reductions
in categories including telecom, automotive, banking, financial services and insurance (BFSI),
real estate, and FMCG vis-a-vis 2011. The trend began in 2011 and continued into the
first quarter of 2012, which is considered to be seasonally very important-for-BFSI. In the
first half of 2012, there has, however, been increased investment from the entertainment
and media category in OOH medium. The reduction is affecting the metro markets but
not the non–metros and smaller towns, where demand from local advertisers in a few
categories like jewellery, apparel, education, real estate and construction has offset the
withdrawal of national activity. Smaller towns are actually seeing ad demand rise as much
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as 25 per cent.

Retail Media and Cinema

Retail Media and Cinema are also performing as expected. Even though telecom advertising
fell in the first half, categories like FMCG and durables have risen in these media. As
previously envisaged, destinations in smaller markets have experienced raised demand of
about 10 per cent. Leisure destinations have also expanded their presence in these smaller
markets that has helped drive spends, the report said.

Marketing Communication Effects

Marketing communication activities must be integrated to deliver a consistent message and
achieve the strategic positioning. The starting point in planning marketing communications
is a communication audit that profiles all interaction customers in the target market may
have with the company and all its product and services. For example, someone interested
in buying shampoo may be convinced by TV ads.

Objectives of study

l To understand which medium of promotion tool is most powerful and effective.

l To measure the impact of sales promotion in % growth of sales, need for sales promotion
and their specific utilisation in different market condition and environment.

l To understand Rajasthan FMCG sector and to find out its practices in terms of promotion
by different MNC companies as well as local producers.

l To Understand the mindset of rural customers their price consciousness regarding
FMCG products and their relation with FMCG Promotion strategy.

Some of Rural Sales Promotion Like Quantity Purchase Display Scheme Strategy
and Plan outcome to Cover Entire Rajasthan

In this promotion scheme company is promoting a brand called Slice in Rajasthan where
the company is firstly targeting entire Rajasthan where they are selecting 19736 outlets
across all districts of Rajasthan.

They approach these two type mega outlets and mass outlet where mega stands for exclusive
retail shops and mass stand for small outlets. Although, this is an approach to cover outlets
distribution wise and in table 2 they are setting their execution guidelines, how they can
increase their visibility in rural market where electronic medium is not very impactful they
run this scheme for 1-2 months where retailer gets assured cash incentive and some gifts
after completion of their targets and also he pushes that particular brand to rural customers.
This increases sales and generate revenue through this particular brand by pushing sales
and pulling rural customers where electronic communication is not very impactful.
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Table–1. Territory Distribution Targets (ND)

Territory Outlet Slice  % Coverage M. Orange % Coverage
Territory Base Outlets Outlets

Distribution Distribution

Jaipur 6300 4500 71% 6300 100%

Kota 1350 1000 74% 1350 100%

Alwar 2020 1400 69% 2020 100%

Bharatpur 1183 825 70% 1183 100%

Sikar 650 450 69% 650 100%

Jaipur Unit 11503 8175 71% 11503 100%

Bikaner 1346 950 71% 1346 100%

Jodhpur 2700 1900 70% 2700 100%

Ajmer 1366 950 70% 1366 100%

Sri’ngr 911 650 71% 911 100%

Udaipur 1910 1350 71% 1910 100%

Jodhpur Unit 8233 5800 70% 8233 100%

Rajasthan 19736 13975 71% 19736 100%

Brand Mirinda/Slice- FMO Execution Guidelines

l Slice: 2 Cases of 200/250 ml. RGB + 01 c/s of slice Pet 1.2/500 ml.

l M.Orange: 02 cases of 200/300 ml RGB+02c/s of Mir Orange Pet 600 ml/1000/2000

Table 2. Display Construct for Mass Display

Warm Display Facing: Min 30-Max 50 (24 Pet + 24 RGB)

Chilling Min 4 Facing (04 Slice & 04 M. Orange Facings)

POS Banner + Poster (15 Cases Pet + 15 Case RGB)

Volume 30Cases

Rewards Rs. 600
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Top Shelf of rack 50 % Slice & 50 % Mirinda Orange.

It is fact that markets are made, not found.

The scheme is generally used by FMCG companies to promote a particular brand with
its different pack sizes where the company executive give sales target to shop keepers
and they need to display the brand for one or two month and once they complete their
display and sales target they get some assured amount/gift from company. This display
schemes pull buyer attention towards a particular brand to buy.

In rural market people are not too much brand conscious they see something attracting
and pushed by shopkeeper or retailer and they buy. Hence, among all promotion mediums
researcher found that in rural – sales promotion and display schemes are most powerful
mode for promotion. In rural market people are not so much brand conscious and reference
group is also a good promotional strategy to increase the sale of a product. Another powerful
strategy can be display of products.

Conclusion

Rural marketers are using different promotional strategies but rural buyers are price conscious
and not very much preferred to any kind of special or particular brand. Today, in rural
MNC and local companies are focused on sales promotion and specially display schemes
in rural that have a big impact on sales growth. It pushes sales and pulls customers towards
a brand. Display schemes are beneficial for retailers and supported by companies in terms
of revenue generation. Retailers push particular product or brand in rural where he gets
more profit.
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